
SHARE
CONCEPTZ
Making Connections and Delivering Results.



Who We Are
Welcome to Share Conceptz, your

number one source for all things

social media. We're dedicated to

giving you the very best of social

media marketing services, with a

focus on research, strategy and

design.Founded in 2017 by Randi

Campbell, Share Conceptz has

come a long way from its

beginnings. When Randi first started

out, her passion for social media

management drove her to quit her

day job, and gave her the impetus

to turn hard work and inspiration

into to a booming agency.  We are

now offering services all over the

country.We hope you enjoy our

services as much as we enjoy

offering them to you. 

 

Sincerely,

Randi Campbell, Owner and CEO



Our Focus: Only Social
Media Marketing

SOCIAL  FIRST .

Our thinking puts people and social first and foremost.  We place

emphasis on what is going to resonate best with the target audience in

the social space.

SOCIAL  ONLY .

Social is all we do, intentionally. Staying focused solely in the social

space makes us exceptionally knowledgeable, nimble, and best in class.



Our Focus: Only
Social Media
Marketing



OUR  SERVICES



We work to fill in the gaps where

our clients aren’t always able to

be; from “one-man shows” to

complex team structures, we can

be used in a variety of ways.

An Extension of Our
Client’s Team



Strategic
Development



COMMUNITY

MANAGEMENT

Philosophy: Our community management team becomes brand

ambassadors in the social space, understanding target audience passion

points and engaging with users in a purposeful way that drives results for

your brand.



Content Development

Philosophy: In tandem with our Community Management team, we

also have a fully staffed Content Development team, responsible for

developing branded content that portrays key messaging related to

the target audience’s passion points.



Paid Media
Management

Philosophy: A two-

pronged approach to

targeting audiences

that combines the

power of natural, social

media connectivity,

and efficient paid

efforts with each one

leveraging the other to

provide a unique,

branded experience

that influences

purchase behavior.



Paid Media
Management:

Our Approach



Philosophy: We believe that social promotions still have value, because they

give audiences a way to engage beyond liking a piece of content. We’ve seen

social promotions create deeper relationships, facilitate advocacy for your

brand, and drive to business objectives in a way content alone never will.

Promotions



Measurement &

Reporting
Philosophy: We have a unique viewpoint when it come to

reporting: Every business is unique; as such we believe

that all reporting should ladder up your respective

business goals. However, the longer the report doesn’t

mean the more valuable the report. It’s the content that

accounts for value. And lastly, reports should include

insights and those insights need to be actionable.



THE

COMBINATION OF

HARD WORK AND

SMART WORK IS

EFFICIENT WORK.

ROBERT  HALF



Get In
Touch

With Us

 

THANK  YOU !

520-276-6010

PHONE  NUMBER

shareconceptz@gmail.com

EMAIL  ADDRESS


